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simplest are the short plucker relations.
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knowing all "plucker coordinates is clearly redundant

information sincedi ( ) so the

initial goal is to construct the plucker clusters, i.e.

·coordinate charts on each consisting of

I ( independent plucker coordinates

·transition map between two such charts

expressed by Laurent polynomials with positive

integer coefficients

PosInikov Diagrams.

definition:let. So be a permutation; a

x postnibor diagram is a configuration & of

oriented paths in the disk whose start and end

points alternate clockwise along the disks boundary

such that



single path joins source woi ⑧ (u(i)

vertes:to sink vertex ((:) d
Iall crossings are transversal

and no self crossings

3 no unoriented lenses

forbidden

4even number of alternating wo (u(i)·

crossings along each path &



two diagrams considered isotopy

equivalent when related by local creation annihilation

of oriented lenses
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two types ofregions in D.
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properties. consider the Grassmann permutation
Postnikov

x,(i) (:(won in S and let

D be a s
a postnibor diagram then

interior alter, regions (II S

boundary alter, regions ( total ( (

Ieach alterregion ofa labeled by a

distinct element subset =4...., 8

3 each boundary alter, region labeled by a

element cyclic interval of $...., 8, i.e.

subset of the form (): -) won - 8

4 each element subset =4...., 8

occurs as the labeling subset of an alter.

region of some, a postnibor diagram



5each pair,of labeling subsets of is

non crossing, i.e. never find indices:

and s,r(l such that either

is
i

v Or Siv

definition:the quad more associated to a

interior alter, quadrilateral region of a si postnikor

diagram & is the following local transformation

⑭



observations Postnikov:

the result & is a i postnibor diagram

2the quad move is an involution, up to equivalence

3 any, postnitor diagram can be obtained from

an initial diagram & by successive quad moves

↑the effect of the quad more on subsets is
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for some element subset 8I ..., 21

and crossing indices :,8 disjoint from

(i.e. either:sivors:



remark:Iis replaced by soand no other

subset label of & changes

remark:the quad more corresponds to the short

plucker relation: Sir is in in is

definition:the cluster associated to a ci postnikor

diagram & is the set ofplucker coordinates

subset labels of
* E alter, regions of D ↓

result:let & be a x, a postnibor diagram then

for any subset 1 =4...., 8 the plucker

coordinate Ican be expressed as a subtraction

free rational polynomial in x0

2the plucker coordinates in XP are algebraically

independent and[Xo (



Mulation andCluster theory.
I generalizing quad moves and short plucker relations()

f

inition:the quiver associated to a ci postnikov

diagram & is the oriented graph p whose

vertices correspond to the alter. regions of D

Ian edge is drawn when two alter, regions are

incident at an intersection

of two paths according to ⑳ ⑳

the following local rule

remark:before constructing & we annihilate

all local oriented lenses in & to avoid creating

oriented &cycles in the quiver

&tion:the seed of the i postnibor diagram

& is the pair (0,Xol
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inition:a seed(*) is an oriented graph
without oriented &cycles (i.e. a quiver) along with an

algebraically independent set *$-:vertes
of rational functions (i.e. a cluster)

for example on.

inition: Mutation pin of a seed (*) at a

vertes is a transformation which creates a

new seed (*) where

*is obtained by replacing c*with

defined by the exchange relation
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2D is obtained in three steps by

reversing orientations of all edges incident to
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observations:

CNNC*fields of rational polynomials

2Mutation is an involution,feel x)- 2
for any vertex

remark:each quad more of & corresponds to

Mutating& at the 4valent verter associated

to the interior alter, quadrilateral region

remark:in this case the short plucker relation

is the exchange relation

remark:the quiver ⑫ obtained by mutating pD

at a non 4valent verter no longer corresponds to

a x postnibor diagram



Eccample.
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the exchange relation in this case reads

3434 2334546 2344536

and using short plucker relations we get

34 23645 23456

34is an example of a twisted plucker coordinate



definition:a plucker coordinate is frozen if

the subset is a cyclic interval in ....,

f

inition:a vertes ⑫of a seed(*) is
- 2

frozen if
~

is a frozen plucker coordinate

all other vertices of D are active

definition:let & be any, a postnibor diagram,

a Grassmann seed is a seed (*) obtained by

repeatedly mutating (0, *&) using only active
vertices

definition:a cluster variable is any rational function

*which is not a frozen plucker coordinate and

where (*) is a Grassmann seed, *will

denote the set of all cluster variables



Theorem. let I be any cluster variable then

is a regular function on *, i.e.

I can be uniquely expressed as a Laurent

polynomial in CAwith positive integer

coefficients and where (*) is any
Grassmann seed


